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Student Summer Success!
The summer months provided no rest for LMU Physics students, faculty, and staff, who were hard at work on a variety of
research projects. Several of our students received distinctions for their work and resulting presentations.
Reid Byron (Sr., MECH major, PHYS minor) received a
UROP to pursue his project proposal, "Constructing of a
Thermoelectrically Cooled Photomultiplier Tube Module for
the Gamma Spectroscopy of Neutron Induced
Radioisotopes.” He hopes to use the Department’s fusor to
do neutron activation of materials. He also investigated
aspects of sonoluminescence and built an alpha particle
detector.

Outstanding Poster Award
Congratulations to Rhys
Taus for his award for
Outstanding Poster at
the 2014 SACNAS
National Conference,
October 16-18 at the Los
Angeles Convention
Centre! The meeting
drew over 1000
undergraduate and
graduate presenters
from across the country.

Mike Lerner (SR, PHYS and ENTR major) participated in a
SURP entitled “Creating Carbon Nanotubes via Arc
Discharge Through a Dielectric Medium”. He successfully
produced a purity level of about 30% nanotubes per gram.
Bradley Stiehl (SO, PHYS major) pursued a SURP to
study the relationships between sunspots and geomagnetic
storms. He will present his findings at the Spring 2015 LMU
Undergraduate Research Symposium.
Rhys Taus (SR, PHYS major) held a SURP to study
aspects of quantum field theory and quantum gravity. His
research spanned topics from particle physics, lattice gauge
theories, and quantum corrected black holes. He is
currently working on his senior thesis, studying
astrophysical consequences of the generalized uncertainty
principle. He presented a progress report at the 2014
SCCUR in November.

Rhys (left) with copy of Feynman,
disproving the no-cloning theorem.

His poster “A Review of Quantum Field Theory and
Gravity” addressed the difficulties in quantizing the
gravitational field as a gauge theory, and examined a
possible avenue of success through a lattice approach.
Rhys is a 2014 LMU McNair Scholar. He will graduate in
Spring 2015, and plans to pursue doctoral studies in high
energy physics.
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On Thurday, October 23 , a partial solar eclipse caputured the attention of the LMU community. Staff and faculty
manned a solarscope and a 10” reflecting telescope with solar filter on Alumni Mall, treating passersby to a unique
spectacle. The lunar transit lasted about two hours, and provided a bonus view of unusually large sunspots (left).

Additional entertainment was provided by our Laboratory Manager Anatol Hoemke, who used the Department’s large
Fresnel lens to melt pennies on the sidewalk (rightmost photo). Photo credits to Anatol Hoemke and Dave Berube.
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Faculty and Staff News

Publications and Preprints
(* = LMU student co-author)

D. Berube, J. Sanny, R. Taus* and A. Garoutte*, “Dayside
distribution of Pc5 wave power in the quiet magnetosphere and
its response to the solar wind” Planetary and Space Science
97, 1-8 (2014).
D. Neff, A. Hoemke, A. Attig, H. Mireles, “Developing a Kerr
Microscope for Upper Division Solid State Physics
Laboratories”, American Journal of Physics 82, 574 (2014).
G. Varieschi, “Astrophysical Tests of Kinematical Conformal
Cosmology in Fourth-Order Conformal Weyl Gravity”,
arXiv:1410.2944 [astro-ph] (2014)
B. Carr, J. Mureika, P. Nicolini, “Sub-Planckian Black Holes and
the Generalized Uncertainty Principle”, submitted to the Journal
of High Energy Physics (2014)

Posters, Colloquia, & Seminars
(* = LMU student collaborator)

J. Bulman, K. Ganezer, I. Neeson, P. Halcrow, Poster:
“Noncontact Ultrasound Measurements of Cortical Bone
Phantoms", Gordon Research Conference: The Complex
Intersection of Biology and Physics, Mt. Holyoke College, South
Hadley, MA (8-13 Jun 2014)
J. Phillips, Invited Talk: “A New Look at Problem Solving in
Introductory STEM Courses”, Transitions and Opportunities: A
Joint CPP/PCC Summit (27 Sep 2014)
R. Taus* and J. Mureika, Poster: “A Review of Quantum Field
Theory and Gravity”, 2014 SACNAS National Conference, Los
Angeles, CA (16-18 Oct 2014)
R. Taus* and J. Mureika, Poster: “An Overview of the
Generalized Uncertainty Principle”, 2014 Southern California
Conference on Undergraduate Research, California State
University, Fullteron, CA (22 Nov 2014)
J. Mureika, Invited Talk: “The Physics of Running”, Department
of Physics and Astronomy Colloquium, Pomona College,
Claremont, CA (25 Apr 2014)
J. Mureika, Invited Talk: “Generalized Uncertainty Principle
Black Holes”, The London Relativity and Cosmology Seminar,
Queen Mary University of London, UK (14 May 2014)

	
  

Dr. Dave Berube and Dr. Jeff Sanny mentored SURP
student Bradley Stiehl in the project “Investigating the
Relationship Between Sunspots and Magnetic Storms.”
Dr. John Bulman and students Rhys Taus (Physics
major) and Aisha McKee (Physics TA) hosted Lion
Science Day in April. Sponsored by the LMU Family of
Schools, the event was attended by 60 students from
Orville Wright Middle School, and featured several
interactive science demonstrations.
Dr. Vincent Coletta’s book Thinking in Physics was
published by Pearson Higher Education as part of the
series “Educational Innovation: Instructor Resources for
Physics”.
Mr. Anatol Hoemke supervised two EECS SURP
students, Austin Hentrup and David Strebel, working on
the Fusor Project. Over the course of the summer, they
worked up to running a stable 17kV plasma, believed to be
above the 15kV threshold for detectable level of fusion.
They also assembled and installed the neutron detection
system, tested operation with a new vacuum gauge, built a
neutron shield, and did general research on fusors and the
requisite technology.
Dr. Jonas Mureika mentored SURP student and Physics
major Rhys Taus in aspects of quantum field theory and
general relativity. Their research is continuing through this
academic year with Rhys’ senior thesis “Relativistic Orbits
in a Generalized Uncertainty Principle Spacetime”.
Dr. Jeff Phillips co-organized a retreat for California
Polytechnic University Pomona and Pasadena City College
STEM faculty, Transitions and Opportunities: A Joint
CPP/PCC Summit, in to help plan workshops, facilitate
discussions and show results from his current NSF project.
Much of the conversation was grounded in the challenges
the faculty face as curricular and administrative
restructuring compels them to change program learning
outcomes.
Dr. Jeff Sanny and retired LMU Physics Professor
William Moebs signed a contract to participate in the
development of a calculus-based introductory physics
textbook for the nonprofit publisher OpenStax College
(http://openstaxcollege.org). This service, funded in part by
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, provides free
online textbooks to students. Dr. Sanny and Moebs' book
is expected to be available in Spring 2016.

J. Mureika, Invited Talk: “Self-Completeness and
Thermodynamics of Generalized Uncertainty Principle Black
Holes”, Department of Physics and Astronomy Colloquium,
University of Sussex, Falmer, UK (15 May 2014)
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